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EFFECTS OF REPUTATION AND AESTHETICS ON THE
CREDIBLITY OF SEARCH ENGINE RESULTS
Name: Bryan C. Christiansen
Department: Communication
College: Liberal Arts
Degree: Master of Science in Communication & Media Technologies
Term Degree Awarded: Summer Quarter 2013 (20124)

Abstract
Search engines are the primary gatekeepers of online information, but are judged differently than
traditional gatekeepers due to the interactive and impersonal nature of the online search process.
The researcher distributed an online survey with 141 respondents and conducted 22
observational interviews. Information credibility was tested through measures of expertise,
goodwill, and trustworthiness, which were each correlated with perceived reputation and
perceived aesthetics. Search engine reputation was found to have moderate correlations with
expertise and trustworthiness, and a lesser, but still moderate correlation with goodwill.
Aesthetics was related to the credibility measures in similar but lesser proportions. Interviews
indicated search habits such as wariness towards commercial interests and the high impact of
search intent on the rigor of credibility judgments.
Keywords: search engines, online credibility, expertise, goodwill, trustworthiness,
reputation, aesthetics, search habits
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Effects of Reputation and Aesthetics on the Credibility of Search Engine Results
Many people now retrieve needed information on any given subject through websites
rather than traditional media (Pearson & Pearson, 2008; Tarafdar & Zhang, 2005a; Tarafdar &
Zhang, 2005b; Vrontis, Ktoridou, & Melanthiou, 2006). The Internet is unique among media due
to its ubiquity in daily life as well as consumers’ ability to interact with the system itself, as well
as with other users. This process generates a constant stream of new websites, messages, and
applications. There is no start or end point on the Internet. It is up to users to navigate where they
want to, and thus they have a greater degree of choice, precision, and time to uncover and dissect
information than with other media. As this trend of self-defined user information access shows
no signs of slowing, it becomes important to assess user perceptions of the credibility of these
new information sources. This is particularly evident concerning search engines, the new
gatekeepers of information.
Search Engines as Gatekeepers
General assessments of credibility come from judging new information against
previously known information, but when searching for information that is wholly unknown, what
are the cues that something is believable or not? Herman and Nicholas (2010) posit that we are in
an age of “information malnutrition” brought about by the decline of professional gatekeepers,
primarily on the Internet. This includes not only editors who regulate traditional media, but also
librarians and other authoritative and knowledgeable professionals. Thus, they claim that
everyone must now manage their information needs on their own, despite being unqualified to do
so. Baildon and Damico (2011) agree, saying that it is difficult to determine author biases and
purpose online. They also suggest that students are ill-equipped to contextualize their credibility
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decisions (Baildon & Damico, 2011). How do Internet users create judgments in a marketplace
devoid of consistent authority?
Adding to the concept that users cannot properly handle the online information overload,
Herman and Nicholas (2010) suggest that the Internet is devoid of depth, and users navigate
rather than consume information. During most searches, users only view one or two pages out of
the thousands available (Herman & Nicholas, 2010). Herman and Nicholas (2010) also protest
that the Internet lacks a professional information filter, which indicates that they do not consider
search engines to be competent gatekeepers. Meyer, Marchionni, and Thorson (2010) found that
people find institutions to be cold and news delivered by a human presence is more credible. In
regards to the Internet, this means that an indication of human contributions, such as an author’s
name or picture, may increase website credibility.
Hargittai, Fullerton, Menchen-Trevino, and Thomas (2010) and Lamb (2004) argue that
in the absence of traditional and trusted gatekeepers, search engines provide the initial trust
necessary for users seeking content. That is, if a website does not appear on the first few search
engine result pages (SERPs), its credibility shrinks (Hargittai, Fullerton, Menchen-Trevino, &
Thomas, 2010). Students who participated in a study by Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, and
Klemm (2009) said that there is no difference between making judgments online versus when
reading books or a newspaper and there is no way of knowing when content is faulty without
previous personal knowledge, regardless of media. Online credibility now lies with the
algorithms of search engines like Google, Yahoo!, and Bing. This is because the vast amount of
information available online is generally unsorted, save for the efforts of search engines (Lamb,
2004).
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The Internet is used for information searches because it is always available, it can answer
embarrassing questions, and it may be visited for an unlimited amount of time at any moment of
the day (Freeman & Spyridakis, 2004). It is, however, relatively easy for any user to create and
disseminate anything they wish because there is no vetting process for posting on the Internet
(Baildon & Damico, 2011). Baildon and Damico (2011) go on to say that author credentials are
difficult to determine, although the absence of online credentials alone should arouse suspicion.
There is a level of danger with misjudgments, which may result not only in acquiring misleading
or questionable information, but also the presence of malicious sites posing as authoritative ones
that can lead to phishing attacks resulting in stolen money and identification (Schwarz & Morris,
2011).
There are several other issues with the amount of trust we place in search engines to
generate the results we need. Search engines do not provide information on whether or not the
returned information is trustworthy except for computing the rank on the page (Nakamura et al.,
2007). Page ranks, though, are determined by inbound links, keyword-rich content, and easily
crawled structures (Batten, 2008). Anyone may design a site that embodies these concepts,
though – for example, these are all aspects of blogging sites, which have become increasingly
popular and accessible (Batten, 2008). Nakamura et al. (2007) defined trustworthiness as topic
majority (the significance or quality of pages resulting from a query), topic coverage (the number
of topics on the SERP that were related to the query), and locality of supporting pages (the
geography of distribution of supporting pages - that is, if many other pages around the world
linked to the site or if it had a very limited local network). Still, algorithms cannot be the ultimate
information authority. There is a need for some human judgment, because otherwise there is no
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real way to understand the information we receive (Batten, 2008). Nakamura (2008) focused
more on what users want to see or what may be improved. The current study is more concerned
with what people actually see and why we put so much trust in search engines when they leave
out information.
Search Engine Development and Use
According to the Pew Internet project, 73% of all Americans used a search engine in
February, 2012, the time the survey was conducted (Pew Internet, 2012). Out of all Internet
users, 91% used a search engine in the same time span. Fifty-nine percent of adults use search
engines daily, a figure that has doubled since 2004, and out of this, 54% use search engines more
than once a day (Pew Internet, 2012). According to the same report, 83% of the people who were
using search engines used Google (Pew Internet, 2012).
Search engines “began as university projects that focused more on development and
algorithms, and less on revenue generation. Even after transitioning into commercial entities,
search engines tended to operate as a free resource to content providers and users alike”
(Bhargava & Feng, 2002, p. 117). As venture capital and sweat equity dropped, search engines
required new revenue streams, which caused them to invest more in paid ad placements, where
companies could pay to have their products show up higher in search results through
modifications of the search engine’s algorithm (Bhargava & Feng, 2002). Search engines now
attempt to closely understand user needs, actions, and intentions in order to improve the
searching experience and create a more relevant information stream (Ashkan & Clarke, 2013).
They are designed to produce more informational than commercial results (Fox, 2012). Using
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past behavior to identify search intent fosters a better experience for users, but a large amount of
that information is also being used to create more targeted ads (Ashkan & Clarke, 2013).
Charging content providers for priority placement serves as a viable revenue stream but
also reduces credibility (Bhargava & Feng, 2002). Web search engine users interpret sponsored
links as less relevant than organic links and are less likely to click them, but businesses rely on
these sponsored links to promote their industries and search engines rely on this concept for their
principal revenue source (Jansen, Brown, & Resnick, 2007). Bhargava and Feng (2002) used
mathematical proofs to discover that there is an ideal level that exists between placement
revenues and disutility. Improvements in service and marketing can counter this perceived
disutility for paid placement (Bhargava & Feng, 2002). It is important to remember, though, that
this study took place in 2002, and our appreciation of online ads may have changed since then. It
is clear, however, that users react negatively when they find out pages are sponsored, as if they
have been duped (Jansen, Brown, & Resnick, 2007). Jansen, Brown, and Resnick (2007) used
two different universities to generalize their results, finding that decreased transparency
negatively impacts credibility.
Search engines return their results based on a complex system of algorithms, which differ
slightly across each search engine. On average, Google’s algorithms change once per day
(Carter, 2011). Sherman and Price (2003) suggest that this is an indicator that search engines are
actively attempting to improve themselves through more advanced recognition capabilities, for
instance, detecting pictures that exist without contextual clues in text (Sherman & Price, 2003).
Carter (2011) suggests that this constant shift in algorithms makes it difficult for users to truly
judge what returned sites are relevant (Carter, 2011). Although ranking on a SERP strongly
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influences website selection, (Carter, 2011; Fallows, 2005; Pan et al. 2007), and users are less
critical of websites that are ranked first by Google (Carter, 2011), this does not mean that the
sites that show up in the results are actually beneficial. As Carter (2011) says, “There is no
evidence that top-ranked sites are perceived as more credible or relevant than lower-ranked sites
once users have viewed the sites’ content.” (p. 24).
Studies show that the average web searcher has “little understanding of how search
engines retrieve, rank or prioritize links on the results page” (Jansen, Brown, & Resnick, 2007).
Not only do few people understand how search engines develop relevant results, but users are
also in the dark as to what they are not uncovering. There is such a thing as the “invisible web,”
which includes pages that are not easily accessible either through genuine obfuscation or because
they require specialized search tools such as LexisNexis (Sherman & Price, 2003). The invisible
web exists to some extent because search engines do not carry the content of every page on the
Internet (Sherman & Price, 2003). The level of invisibility online ranges from simply opaque
websites, to the private web, proprietary sites, and truly invisible websites that exist in file
formats that are difficult to index (Sherman & Price, 2003).
A search engine’s inability to detect the invisible web is not necessarily malicious sometimes the information is ephemeral and does not need to be continuously indexed, such as
current airline arrival times or weather changes (Sherman & Price, 2003). Search engines also
rely on crawlers to search through links and index new sites. If a page is not easily crawled due
to its nature or composition of media and file types, it will not turn up in search engine results
(Sherman & Price, 2003). Since search engines primarily index pages in HyperText Markup
Language (HTML), if a site exists in another language, such as one that cannot be typed into a
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URL, it will become disconnected, and thus functionally invisible (Sherman & Price, 2003). The
most invisible information, however, is locked in large online databases that contain far too
many pages to be indexed (Sherman & Price, 2003). In addition to that, Google in particular
controls the flow of information in discrete ways, such as when it quietly deleted hundreds of
controversial sites from its results, such as Nazi-themed sites from its French equivalent,
Google.fr (Cohen-Almagor, 2011).
Some researchers suggest that all of this makes research more difficult, not easier in the
digital age. Dubicki (2010) quotes Head and Eisenberg (2009), saying students are confused by
the information search process despite the “convenience, relative ease, or ubiquity of the
Internet” (Dubicki, 2010 p. 361). While exploring health information websites, Hong (2006)
found that there was a limited number of sites that people would check or be willing to check
during a search, and users typically have a specific site in mind when searching. Dubicki (2010)
goes on to suggest that students often do not critically evaluate the great amount of information
that comes up from a simple search query, preferring to retrieve information quickly, although
these students then admit having difficulty finding what they need. The issue, according to
Dubicki (2010), is that students do not know how to research any other way. Students have
access to a vast amount of information, but without an ability to sort through it, they consume
information they know to be faulty.
Credibility
Credibility has been studied since Aristotle's day. Aristotle defined the qualities of a
credible speaker as ethos, which consists of good sense, good moral character, and goodwill
(Whitehead, 1968). Aristotle waxes long about the concept of happiness in his Nicomachean
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Ethics, arguing that happiness is a final, self-sufficient state and should be the ultimate goal of
every good citizen (Aristotle, trans. 2009). In essence, a good world is made from achieving
happiness, and for that reason, we should place greater credibility on those whose perceived aim
is the mutual achievement of those ends. The concept of ethos has persisted to the modern day
and many researchers have attempted to further define what makes a source credible. Hovland,
Janis, and Kelly (1953) defined credibility in terms of expertness, trustworthiness, and intention
toward the receiver. McCroskey (1966) used Likert scales to define credibility as a combination
between authoritativeness and character and then later explored its multidimensionality in scales
derived from a combination of previous research and adjectives provided by college students
(McCroskey & Young, 1981). In this later study, McCroskey and Young (1981) found that
credibility was influenced by sociability, size, extroversion, composure, competence, time,
weight, and character.
Kim (2007) separated credibility into expertise (consisting of expertness, competence,
qualification, intelligence, and authoritativeness) and trustworthiness (consisting of perceived
honesty, sincerity, objectivity, safety, and sagacity). Freeman and Spyridakis (2004) also
considered these elements of expertise and trustworthiness, although they only sorted
competence with expertise and they judged goodwill, honesty, accountability, objectivity,
character, and concern for public welfare to make up trustworthiness. They also added an
element of dynamism that impacts credibility (Freeman & Spyridakis, 2004).
With all of this intense study, though, there are still basic elements of credibility that
align with Aristotle, namely the idea that goodwill informs credibility. Goodwill is ultimately
perceived caring, which McCroskey and Teven (1999) considered to be understanding, empathy,
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and responsiveness. Kim (2007) suggested that perceived caring is the source’s intent toward the
receiver. Within the minds of information receivers, the perceived image of the source is the
most important means of persuasion (McCroskey & Teven, 1999). As McCroksey and Teven
(1999) say, “Messages are interpreted and evaluated through the filter of the receiver’s
perceptions of the message’s source” (p. 90). Thus, credibility depends more on who is speaking
than the message itself.
Still, the place of goodwill within this debate is contentious. This goodwill dimension of
credibility was, according to McCroskey and Tevern (1999), disproven by past researchers and
dropped as a third dimension of ethos/credibility in favor of “competence” and
“trustworthiness.” This, however was developed through the factor analytic research of
McCroskey and Young (1981), which McCroskey and Teven (1999) did not interpret as meaning
that goodwill did not exist, merely that the factor analytic research did not lead to developing a
good measure of the dimension. The McCroskey and Teven (1999) study was intended to prove
that perceived caring/goodwill can be measured and is highly associated with other
ethos/credibility measures, competence and trustworthiness.
Kim (2007) brings up the same concern as McCroskey and Teven (1999) - that goodwill
has been ignored and contends that it is equal to other factors. Kim adapted the McCroskey &
Teven (1999) scales to a community, rather than individual (Kim 2007). The study found that
trustworthiness is associated with active cognition and goodwill is more based on levels of
affection (Kim 2007).
Strong goodwill and public relations will bring a community to the side of a company,
even during crisis situations (Kim 2007). This may also be considered a facet of a company’s
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reputation. Meyer, Marchionni, and Thorson (2010) paired a dimension of believability (the
presence of factual and accurate information) with a community affiliation dimension that
acknowledged that people are concerned mainly with how the source is geared towards the
community’s interest. Kim (2007) also echoed this high community service position. In the same
vein, Meyer, Marchionni, and Thorson (2010) found that the most credible news is transparent
and collaborative, meaning it should appear without bias or opinion and be conveyed as if the
writer was working with other people to create it.
Hong (2006) measured the impact of expertise, goodwill, trustworthiness, depth, and
fairness on online credibility and found that all but goodwill and fairness have significant
relationships with intention to revisit a website. Despite this, goodwill was significantly
associated with reliance on a website, which suggested that reliance alone does not predict
intention to revisit (Hong, 2006). It is important to note that this research only dealt with healthinformation searching, although Hong (2006) used natural settings with freeform searching.
Internet credibility. While the credibility of speakers has been examined for thousands
of years, the study of credibility on the Internet is relatively new. The work from Aristotle to
McCroskey focused more on how audiences perceive credibility exuded from the speaker. The
Internet is simultaneously visual, textual, and interactive, so more contemporary work such as
Fogg (2002a), Flanagin and Metzger (2007), and Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, and Klemm
(2009) centers around the judgment of credibility that takes place in the mind of the audience.
The Internet is such an interactive medium that the audience has become the focus of research of
many contemporary scholars.
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There are websites that contain misinformation and others that are more accurate, but
every one may be trusted equally. Users form judgments about websites based on perceived
trustworthiness and expertise to determine both the quality and utility of the site’s information
(Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009; Rains & Karmikel, 2009). These judgments may
stem from domain names used, aesthetics, and user verification of content, stemming either from
the presence of third-party sources or the user’s own knowledge. Any accuracy, though, is
ephemeral, and may shift dramatically at any moment without warning to users. People may
navigate the Internet freely and while doing so, with minimal effort, contribute new information
by publishing their own ideas on new websites or by altering information contributed by other
users on existing websites. This malleable nature that allows for continuous changes in content is
disastrous for people seeking consistently verified information sources. Users alone must make
credibility judgments in order to filter between good and faulty information sources. How, then,
do people decide what information is believable during their Internet searches?
There is a level of caution when using the Internet, part of which stems from a basic
distrust. Casalo, Flavian, and Guinaliu (2007) found that a level of uncertainty exists concerning
Internet transactions due to the lack of physical interaction with sellers as well as the reversed
purchasing practice of giving out credit card information before the product is received. This
level of suspicion on the Internet bleeds over to a distrust of sponsored links, which are
perceived as demonstrating a bias on the part of search engines, generating an absence of trust in
the minds of users (Jansen, Brown, & Resnick, 2007).
With search engines as gatekeepers of information, access to the Internet is “essentially
controlled by a handful of companies and their advertisers” (Lamb, 2004). While search engines
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are immensely helpful in sorting out information, allowing users to search with self-defined
terms and pre-determined relevancy, there is little understanding towards how this relevancy is
measured (Palfrey & Gasser, 2008). Additionally, there is some evidence that the technical
limitations of search engines systematically give prominence to a handful of websites at the
expense of others based on well-established but publically obscured backlink and PageRank
systems (Introna & Nissenbaum, 2000). The Pew Internet project tested many measures of user
search engine perception. They found that most adults have faith in the fairness and accuracy of
search results, although this faith decreases with age (Pew Internet, 2012). This confidence,
however, has increased since 2004 (Pew Internet, 2012).
Prominence-interpretation theory. There are important differences between making
judgments on the Internet and the older research on ethos. Fogg (2003) developed the Stanford
Website Credibility project that suggested a prominence-interpretation theory to explain users’
credibility assessments of websites. Prominence-interpretation theory suggests that users must
first notice something online (since they discover it on their own, it must be easily accessed and
visible) and then make an interpretation of the material (Fogg, 2003). Fogg (2003) defines
interpretations as a combination of the assumptions of the user, his or her existing skills and
knowledge, and the context of the user’s search. This means that credibility judgments can no
longer be interpreted along a one-way path between the speaker and audience. Determining
online credibility involves assessing a complex interaction between the audience, the information
source, and the system itself.
Since Fogg, other researchers have further attempted to define these two factors of
prominence and interpretation, which essentially account for the constant cycle of information
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between the user and system that takes place during an Internet search. Schwarz and Morris
(2011) defined Fogg’s prominence-interpretation theory as an on-going online information
search cycle where prominence is influenced by user involvement, user tasks, and experiences;
and interpretation is made from assumptions, knowledge level, and context. Users constantly
receive messages, interpret them, make judgments, and then perform another search. Flanagan
and Metzger (2007) notably assessed this by researching attributes of credibility attached to the
sponsor, message, and the site itself. They used the scales developed by McCroskey (1966) and
adapted them to web use, finding a range of credibility between news media sites (high) and
personal sites (low).
There is no system on the Internet where prominence-interpretation theory fits more than
search engines. Search results are analyzed subconsciously in chunks of information, usually
within two seconds after the eye hits the screen (Fox, 2012). Users then undergo a process of
narrowing or refining queries based on interaction with the system (Fox, 2012). They look at
what is prominent, interact with it, create interpretations, and move on. Hotchkiss (2004) studied
these search behaviors and interaction with search engines and investigated what generated
clickthroughs, including titles, abstracts, product information, as well as trusted sources, brand
names, and URLs. He found many differences between the searching habits and characteristics
of researchers versus buyers, men versus women, and quick scanners versus two step scanners
(those who only skim headlines and move on vs. those who skim once then look back again for
greater depth, Hotchkiss, 2004).
Freeman & Spyridakis (2003) discussed two routes to persuasion originally identified by
Petty and Cacioppo (1986): central and periphery. The central route consists of a conscious
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cognitive effort where users are motivated to evaluate their message processing, using personal
relevance and topic knowledge (Freeman & Spyridakis, 2004). The peripheral route, however, is
formed from external cues that users instinctively make based on simple judgments without
evaluating the message, such as reputation or aesthetics (Freeman & Spyridakis, 2004).
Peripheral judgments of credibility occur more in scenarios where users experience an overload
of information and must make quick judgments (Freeman & Spyridakis, 2004). When using a
search engine and skimming websites, more judgments become peripheral, although this varies
based on the depth of information searched.
Presumed and earned credibility. Fogg (2002b) also defined four forms of credibility
that have been accepted by Schwarz and Morris (2011), and many others. This includes
presumed credibility, which is based on assumptions users make in their minds (such as the
inherent trust in domains ending in .edu or .gov); surface credibility, which is based on first
impressions of a site, primarily via its design and perceived professionalism; earned credibility,
where trust is established over time, typically from high usability and consistently high quality
information; and reputed credibility, which stems from third party opinions, including awards or
certificates (Fogg 2002b). In this sense, presumed and surface credibility could be considered
peripheral judgments, and earned and reputed credibility could be considered central judgments.
Presumed and earned credibility relate to goodwill. Rains and Karmikel (2009) also
found that something as basic as the domain name indicates whether it is well known and
believed to be in the best interest of the user. For example, people generally trust .edu sites
because educational interests are viewed more positively more than commercial interests (Iding,
Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009). If people believe that the site can actually help them -
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that it is being actively run by an interested and engaged human being - they will have a greater
tendency to believe the material presented.
Schwarz and Morris (2011) sought to define earned credibility through dwell time and
revisits. Other apparent commercial interests can interfere with earned credibility. Banners or
pop-up ads can create negative signals that the website’s organization has ulterior motives in its
interaction with users (Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009). Privacy policies (Iding,
Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009; Rains & Karmikel, 2009), third-party endorsements, and
the presence of a physical address all positively influence credibility (Rains & Karmikel, 2009).
Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm (2009) also found that when interviewed, people will list
privacy policies as important, but in practice if the visual design is captivating enough, they will
not notice the absence of such policies. In terms of search engines, users generally believe that
although they have positive experiences with search engines, they do not support search engines
tracking personal information or targeted advertising (Pew Internet, 2012).
Reputed and surface credibility. While presumed and earned credibility judgments are
user-centric, to some degree websites may control their own reputed and surface credibility.
Reputation refers to the brand equity or the customer-perceived credibility of the organization
(Casalo, Flavian, and Guinaliu, 2007). This construct is formed from customer-perceived product
quality compared to alternatives, as well as the gap between what a company promises and what
customers believe it can deliver (Casalo, Flavian, and Guinaliu, 2007). This variance causes
reputation to be very unstable - it can change many times within a company’s lifespan (Casalo,
Flavian, and Guinaliu, 2007). Negative actions have a greater impact than positive ones, and as a
result, good reputations are difficult to achieve and sustain (Casalo, Flavian, and Guinaliu, 2007).
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Schwarz and Morris (2011) identified reputed credibility elements such as awards,
PageRank, and the frequency of shares (Schwarz & Morris, 2011). Baildon and Damico (2011)
also found that users rely on other elements of the system to corroborate information. This may
lead to selective exposure where researchers lean towards sources that already align with preexisting beliefs (Baildon & Damico, 2011). They then become trapped in a constant cycle,
validating sites based on their validations of other sites (Baildon & Damico, 2011). Freeman and
Spryridakis (2003) determined that familiarity or interest could influence credibility. In the case
of online credibility this could entail familiarity with the subject matter or familiarity using the
Internet itself, which results in users judging information less critically (Freeman & Spyridakis,
2004). Casalo, Flavian, and Guinaliu (2007) separated reputation into competence (how much a
consumer believes the seller has the knowledge and skills to satisfy their needs), honesty (the
consumer belief that the other party “will keep their word, fulfill promises, and be sincere”
[p.587]), and benevolence (consumer belief that one party is looking out for the best interest of
the other). Many of these constructs share similarities with goodwill.
Surface credibility deals mainly with aesthetics, although there are other components as
well. Sites that use modern conventions in layout and newer designs have been found to be more
credible (Flanagin & Metzger, 2007). How sites structure their information also influences user
judgments of credibility. Coherent layouts allow users to understand what the website’s focus is
and how deeply the topics are covered (Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009). Structural
elements such as the presence of navigation menus and links to external websites help create this
coherent structure (Rains & Karmikel, 2009).
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In addition to these aesthetic elements, Schwarz and Morris (2011) identified on-page
surface credibility elements such as the domain type, the presence of advertising, and possible
spelling errors. Adding to this, Freeman and Spyridakis (2003) used actual websites, not mockups, to find that users typically only judge what is on a single page to determine the page’s
credibility, without investigating an additional “about us” section that may further explain an
organization or user’s credentials. Accurate and current information also assures customers that
the website is frequently updated, which builds confidence, trust, and loyalty in customers
(Vrontis, Ktoridou, & Melanthiou, 2006).
Earlier studies by Fogg (2002a) found that everything from the presence of accuracy
verification tools, physical addresses, easily accessed contact information, updated content, and a
lack of errors can affect surface credibility (Fogg, 2002a). Rains and Karmikel (2009) again used
a Likert scale to assess the perceptions of student participants after searching websites for
answers to health care questions. Their results focused on structural elements of the website,
such as the presence of navigation menus, links to external websites, as well as content elements
such as facts, quotes, and proof of authorship that increase credibility (Rains & Karmikel, 2009).
Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, and Klemm (2009) also found that people are influenced by how
information is structured on the site, what the focus is on, and how extensive it appears to be.
Martin and Johnson (2010) performed a content analysis of public relations blogs, using
comments posted online under each entry to gage the responses of users. They found that posted
author credentials, interactive features such as an ability to subscribe to future posts, and
dynamic visual elements such as photos and graphics positively impacted visual credibility
(Martin & Johnson, 2010).
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Fogg’s credibility concepts may be applied to many other research studies that generally
separate into two tracks: those concerned with what the audience believes going into the search
(presumed credibility), and those concerned with what messages the Internet offers them
(reputed credibility). Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm (2009) conducted two studies
designed around investigating audience credibility perceptions. One group of subjects was
provided sites by the researcher to critique and another group was allowed to find sites on their
own that they believed to contain accurate and inaccurate information. The researchers found
that users who do not consider themselves experts on a given subject check multiple websites
when searching for the same content in order to verify the information they need (Iding, Crosby,
Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009). Information from a single website that contradicts a user’s
previously believed knowledge detracts from its credibility. Often this can be remedied with the
presence of an unbiased third-party source or additional facts to back up information (Iding,
Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009). The ultimate judgment of credibility lies not with the
distributors of new media content but with its consumers (Flanagin & Metzger, 2007). The
perceived expertise of a user coming into a website greatly affects credibility (Flanagin &
Metzger, 2007; Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, & Klemm, 2009).
Schwarz and Morris (2011) also found elements that impact credibility on websites such
as general popularity, geographic reach, and expert opinions. They accomplished this through
ranking 1,000 websites and then gathering user credibility ratings from participants in a
laboratory experiment (Schwarz & Morris, 2011). This research has many implications for
search engines, most notably the presence of advertising and PageRank in credibility judgments.
Hargittai (2010) found that users assign high credibility to those sites that show up first in search
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engine results pages, even though that has more to do with keywords and SEO and not factual
accuracy. This underlies a fundamental misunderstanding of how search engines work – that
many people ignore the fact that search engines may return biased or exclusionary results
(Introna & Nissenbaum, 2000), and the most “relevant” results are often merely the ones that are
most easily indexed by search engines, regardless of the actual content (Batten, 2008). Schwarz
and Morris (2011) found that visualizations of this kind of data on the search engine page itself
can actually improve credibility judgments in users while simultaneously adding value to search
engines.
In summation, credibility factors regarding the content of online material is well defined
despite its relatively brief history. In an age where many people are transitioning their primary
means of obtaining information to online sources it is important to understand how this
information is determined to be true. People can become better judges of information
authenticity by understanding what aspects of websites render their content believable. In
addition to consumers, though, web content creators need to be able to present themselves in
credible ways. Search engine creators also need to be able to construct their designs and
reputations around believability. The research in this study investigated how search engines’
reputations may interact with aesthetic factors to enhance credibility. In essence, this is a
distillation of presumed, earned, reputed, and surface credibility variables. This project suggests
a framework for the balance of these variables and their impact on comprehending and believing
information on the Internet.
Due to the now ubiquitous use of search engines, their role as information gatekeepers,
and the lack of proven measures to attest how users make credibility judgments of search engine
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results, this project will attempt to fill a gap in research by asking the following three research
questions:
RQ1: What differences are there in user perception of credibility between information
obtained through search engines with established reputations and the credibility of information
obtained through search engines without established reputations?
RQ2: What differences are there in user perception of credibility between information
obtained through search engines with good aesthetics and the credibility of information obtained
through search engines with poor aesthetics?
RQ3: What do people think of the goodwill of search engines?
Based on the literature and the research questions presented, the researcher investigated
the following hypotheses:
H1: The perceived reputation of a search engine is related to the credibility of its results.
H1-1: The perceived reputation of a search engine is related to the perceived expertise of
its results.
H1-2: The perceived reputation of a search engine is related to the perceived goodwill of
its results.
H1-3: The perceived reputation of a search engine is related to the perceived
trustworthiness of its results.
H2: The perceived aesthetics of a search engine is related to the credibility of its results.
H2-1: The perceived aesthetics of a search engine is related to the perceived expertise of
its results.
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H2-2: The perceived aesthetics of a search engine is related to the perceived goodwill of
its results.
H2-3: The perceived aesthetics of a search engine is related to the perceived
trustworthiness of its results.
H3: There is a relationship between the interaction between perceived reputation and
aesthetics of a search engine and the perceived credibility of its results.
Method
This study used methods similar to Dubicki (2010), which included a combination of
qualitative and quantitative measures via a survey distributed online as well as observational
sessions with undergraduate communications students. This study sought to improve on
Dubicki’s (2010) design through the inclusion of a ranking system for each item. The purpose of
the mixed methods design was to add to the complexity of the findings. Qualitative data alone is
limited by interviewer bias and a focus on the individual, not a whole culture (Kawulich, 2005).
Quantitative data is limited by a lack of depth, exploration, or flexibility that cannot address
context (Tewksbury, 2009). Using a mixed methods approach, the researcher compensated for
the weaknesses of both methods and by detecting similarities across both methods, depth and
context was added to a broad and unbiased sample. It helped portray a wider perspective and
illuminate intangible elements in the search process. The research was approved to involve
human subjects by the Institutional Review Board of the Rochester Institute of Technology.
Participants of both the online survey and the qualitative interviews were provided consent forms
to participate and be observed, respectively. The researcher operationalized the variables,
credibility, reputation, and aesthetics through the following:
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Credibility
Judging credibility is primarily an analysis of the believability of content. This is
achieved through an internal comparison of previously known facts with new information. This
study used the four factors developed from Johnson, Kaye, Birchard, and Wong (2007): fairness,
believability, accuracy, and depth of information. That study, however, did not account for the
fact that these factors have varying levels of importance to different users. Therefore, a measure
was added through additional questions asking participants to rank which elements were most
important to the subject.
Added to this credibility definition was goodwill, which has been a contentious element
of credibility. This study sought in particular to define the role of goodwill. McCroskey and
Teven (1999) defined goodwill as understanding, empathy, and responsiveness. They further
developed a perceived caring model based on Koehn and Crowell (1996) and Teven and
McCroskey (1997) that used a Likert-type scale to measure competence, goodwill, and
trustworthiness. These scales were adapted by Kim (2007) in a study of goodwill and
trustworthiness in corporate blogs designed for public relations. The current study mimicked this
adaptation for its own purposes. It integrated items adapted from Flanagin and Metzger (2007)
such as trustworthy, believable, reliable, authoritative, honest, safe, accurate, valuable, attractive,
pleasant, colorful, aggressive, bold, interactive, biased, and organized. The three elements of
credibility the study focused on were expertise, goodwill, and trustworthiness.
Reputation
There are a handful of other studies that have found means to determine how subjects
perceive reputation online. This current study adapted questions used by Casalo, Flavian, and
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Guinaliu (2007) that explored usability and reputation affecting online banking. Their initial item
set was proposed from a literature review, qualified by a panel of experts, and then validated for
reliability and dimensionality via Cronbach’s alpha indicators, principal components analysis,
confirmatory factor analysis, composite reliability, and construct validity. Some of the questions
would not make sense in the context of this study such as “I think that this web site would not do
anything intentional that would prejudice the user,” and “This web site does not make false
statements.” Many were modified to make sense when referring to search engines, and some
such as these were dropped entirely. The entire survey may be seen in Appendix B.
Aesthetics
The method operationalized aesthetics through measures used in two previous studies.
Pollach (2005) defined aesthetics through representations within the interface such as maps,
menus, or icons that allowed for efficient navigation. Nathan and Yeow (2009) presented a more
direct array of items: graphic, font, and color use. Thus, the researcher measured aesthetics
through both a general arrangement of visual elements and specific graphics, font choices, and
the interplay of colors. This measure also included questions about the visualization of ads.
Every question may be seen in Appendix C.
Procedure
Setting and participants. An online survey was offered to every RIT student in the
College of Liberal Arts and every graduate student. The survey was also distributed through
listservs, social networking sites, and other e-mail lists. It measured differences in participants’
views of the credibility, reputation, and aesthetics of search engines. This was a convenience
sample with participants between 18 and 65 years old. Random assignment improved the
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generalizability of the results. The demographics varied, but tended towards people who were
female (60%), Caucasian (67%), between 18 and 29 years old (30%), and who had graduate
degrees (45%). Every major race and ethnicity was represented in close proportion to Monroe
County demographics (U.S. Census Bureau, 2013). Respondents were 6% Asian, 13%
Black/African-American, 7% Hispanic or Latino, 1% Native Hawaiian or American Indian, and
67% White. Considering that the survey was primarily distributed in a university setting, more
specific ages were determined for participants whose ages fell between 18-21 (17%), 22-25
(19%), 26-29 (11%), and 30-34 (5%). After that, ages were determined in ten-year brackets, with
41% over the age of 35. The education level of respondents also reflected the university setting.
While 45% held graduate degrees, 17% were current graduate students, 13% had completed
undergraduate degrees, and 23% were current undergraduate students. More demographic
information may be found in Figures A5 - 8.
The qualitative data was collected primarily from undergraduate and graduate students
pulled from communication classes at RIT. They were invited through e-mail, social media, or
through professors to participate in one-on-one observation sessions in a computer lab in the
Liberal Arts Building. No population was intentionally excluded. As an incentive, each
participant was entered into a drawing for a $100 VISA gift card. Students logged in to the
computers in the Liberal Arts Building PC lab one at a time using their RIT user names. The
Internet history for each browser was wiped clean before use, so students would not be prompted
by earlier clicks or search terms.
The researcher encouraged the students to use the search engines in order to discover
more about a topic of their own choosing, from academic research to any topic of interest. This
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achieved a natural searching environment and gave the students incentive to participate at
minimal inconvenience. It also provided the students with topics that they had working
knowledge of, so they could accurately discern between credible and suspicious results. The
students were technologically competent, meaning they quickly adapted to the session without
the need for lengthy explanations of how search engines work and how to use them.
Data sources. Interviews were conducted with 22 students for ten minutes apiece. The
researcher devised an ethnographic interview framework that followed the techniques of
Spradley (1979). The researcher composed a list of 12 guiding questions during the search
process in order to create a dialogue with the subject. Based on the natural flow of the
interviews, which allowed the participants to react and ask questions during the search process,
not every student answered every question. The researcher followed methods for good
observational sessions proposed by Kawulich (2005), such as establishing a rapport through light
jokes, dressing neutrally, being familiar with the setting, paying attention to and writing down
keywords, shifting perspectives, and being tolerant. Seventy-four total thematic categories were
created based on answers to the guiding questions. The goal of the questions was to find out
where students were looking on search engines, how they evaluated results, and what caused
them to click where they did. Other questions attested basic habits such as whether students
would be more likely to move on to new pages or modify their queries if they did not discover
what they were originally looking for.
Audio from each session was digitally recorded and then logged for analysis in an Excel
spreadsheet under a random six-digit number generated from the same spreadsheet. This made
for 22 ten minute recordings and 22 spreadsheets. To ensure anonymity and confidentiality there
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were no other identifying characteristics besides the random number assigned on the spreadsheet
and the recordings. In order to diversify the subjects’ experiences, the search engines the students
were instructed to use were also determined from this random number (numbers ending in 1-3:
Google, numbers ending in 4-6: Yahoo, numbers ending in 7-9: Bing, Numbers ending in 0: regenerated randomly).
Students were not instructed to pay attention to any of the variables from the outset in
order to generate a genuine reaction to the search process and to attest whether each variable is
prominent over any other. After each student performed their searches, they were invited to take
the same online survey link as the quantitative participants.
Data analysis. The researcher took notes during the live interviews along with the audio
recordings to fill in gaps on a multi-page spreadsheet. Each spreadsheet was then cross-tabulated
to find significant similarities and differences between subjects. The data was then analyzed for
recurring patterns and underlying themes in line with Kawulich (2005) and Spradley (1979) to
form categories of information in regards to each guiding question. These categories were
transcribed on a separate spreadsheet that aggregated the data. Similar responses were coded
together with a tally mark. If a response differed, it was given a new column. After all the data
were assessed, the tally marks were replaced with numerals to indicate how often they appeared.
After this, the researcher looked for trends and correlations in an attempt to rationalize the
results. There were a total of 204 data units within the 74 distinct categories. This data is
displayed in Table A7. An intercoder reliability analysis was also completed. After being trained
by the researcher, a second coder analyzed 11% of the data units, which resulted in a 91%
reliability rate.
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Results

Quantitative Results
A total of 192 participants took an online survey consisting of 58 items, which resulted in
11,136 possible responses. Of these, 742 responses were answered with “not applicable”
statements (6.7%) and 279 responses were left completely blank (2.5%), leaving 9.2% of
responses missing. The researcher deleted the participants’ entire response when the participant
was missing over 10% of data (over 6 responses that were either blank or “not applicable”). This
resulted in 141 usable responses. This was in order to more accurately impute missing data from
each respondent (Roth & Swtizer, 1999; Rubin, 1996; Schafer, 1999).
Imputations were appropriate, because the data were missing at random (Shafer, 1999)
and only 9.95% of the data were missing, which is under acceptable limitations (Roth & Switzer,
1999). The imputations were created by averaging each individual participant’s responses for
each section so that each section’s overall average did not change, but the missing response
could still be measurable. The usable data was then analyzed using SPSS for internal reliability,
Pearson’s r correlations, and linear regressions. Analyses were also run without imputations,
which generally found similar correlations, but with a much smaller sample size. Trustworthiness
in particular was found to be strongly and significantly correlated with reputation, but this was
from only 52 usable respondents.
Expertise, goodwill, and trustworthiness were each composed of eight items. To
determine internal reliability, Cronbach’s Alpha was found for each. Cronbach’s Alpha was also
found for the 21 items that made up the reputation measure and the 13 items within aesthetics.
These results may be found in Table A1.
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Pearson’s r correlations were run between expertise and reputation, expertise and
aesthetics, goodwill and reputation, goodwill and aesthetics, trustworthiness and reputation, and
trustworthiness and aesthetics. The strongest correlation between an individual item and
reputation was trustworthiness at .572. Reputation and aesthetics had a marginally higher
correlation with each other, but their relationship was not under investigation in this research
project. More in-depth results can be seen in Table A2.
We thus see support for expertise measured against reputation (H1-1). There is also some
support for goodwill against reputation (H1-2), and trustworthiness against reputation (H1-3).
Each relationship was moderately positive, although H1-1 and H1-3 were stronger than H1-2,
which can closely be considered moderate. There is also support for each measure of credibility
against aesthetics (H2-1, H2-2, and H2-3). Each relationship was again positive and may be
considered a moderate correlation, but the correlation was lesser than for reputation.
Linear regressions were run for the averages of expertise, goodwill, and trustworthiness
against three models. These models were reputation alone, reputation with aesthetics, and finally,
reputation, aesthetics, and a reputation/aesthetics interaction term. The interaction term was
devised through multiplying the average results for reputation with the average results for
aesthetics. These models may be found in Tables A3 - 5. Thus we have some support for H3,
although the regression was strongest for expertise.
The study also sought to quantify in some way not only what users perceived of each
element of credibility, but also how important they thought each element was. In terms of search
engines, users believed that the most important expertise item was accuracy; in terms of
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goodwill, search engines should be ethical, and for trustworthiness, safety was the top priority.
The complete results of where each user ranked each item may be seen in Figures A1 - 3.
Qualitative Results
The live observational interviews uncovered many search habits in addition to the
research questions. On the basic need for search engine use, one student commented, “If I don’t
know where to go, that’s where I’ll go.” At the heart of the qualitative study was a search for
how students choose which websites to click on based on their initial search query. Students
looked at many elements on the SERP to make this judgment. Many looked at the headlines of
pages first, in particular if they matched keywords. Second, they looked at URLs, although only
one student cited the danger of clicking nefarious URLs that could be full of strange HTML
characters.
Dates and pictures also had large influences, which built on the effort by Vrontis,
Ktoridou, and Melanthiou (2006) that suggested that the appearance of more current information
builds trust. As one student said, “I know that a good website contains meta data, such as a date.”
Students cited reading abstracts least of all on the SERP, although some noted that if the
information search is important, reading abstracts is essential:
If I were searching for more academic-type things I would probably use the abstract first
because I would get more of a feel for specific information.
I read the abstract if I'm looking for specific terms, like if I'm trying to cheat on my
homework. It depends on the context.
Others noted that there is a subconscious need for pages to still have abstracts, because it
immediately shows that the page actually contains content:
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I think it would change things a bit [if there was no abstract], definitely, because I do
always read a little bit to see what I am going to be reading.
It almost gives an illusion of more material or content, even if it's not actually read. You
really don't think about it, but it's true.
These students commented on how it would be strange if the abstracts were absent but one
student commented that he is getting used to searching on his phone, so the absence is less
jarring. “I use my phone a lot for Google searches and I’m pretty sure on the phone it just shows
this part [the headline] and not even the website, and I still find what I’m looking for.”
Most users make their judgments very quickly, after a quick skim, which aligns with the
work of Fox (2012). They examine the top results first and rarely make it beyond the third page.
In fact, only one respondent claimed to typically go all the way to the fourth page. In their own
words:
I’ve never not found what I’ve needed on the first few pages.
I would rather do another search than go through all these pages.
Another habit cited by numerous subjects was opening up many new tabs to look at
varying web pages in greater detail later, or to seek more pages if more questions arose. As a
student commented:
I generally, whenever I browse for something, I just middle-click on a bunch of stuff and
I just read the headlines. I do the center click and open a bunch of tabs and go into the
tabs and if I see something I might be interested in, I leave it open and go through it. If
not, I close it.
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During the search process, students are constantly attempting to match the image in their head
with that on the page. As noted, they were much more likely to modify their query rather than
move on to the next site in order to do this. This is essentially the heart of prominenceinterpretation theory (Fogg, 2003).
RQ1: What differences are there in user perception of credibility between information
obtained through search engines with established reputations and the credibility of information
obtained through search engines without established reputations? Corresponding Categories:
Reputation, Brand identity, Total trust, Familiar URLs, Previous Experiences
In order to make their belief judgments, students highly cited previous knowledge and
third party sources, along with minor factors such as brand identities, consistency, and recency.
This confirms previous findings by Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, and Klemm, (2009) as well as
Vrontis, Ktoridou, and Melanthiou (2006). The highest factor for determining quality
information, though, was reputation. As the students described their processes:
I have no idea what that is. I’m not clicking it.
I don't want to waste my time clicking a link if I know I'm not going to trust it.
If it’s something that I recognize and find trustworthy, it’s good.
I would definitely look at the URL because I have never heard of this company. Brand
identity, brands that I know are good. This is getting towards the bottom of the page,
though, so I am not likely to click on it.
This trust of search engines is built upon both previous successful experiences and convenience.
Participants cited many other sources of information retrieval such as using peers,
libraries, databases, academic institutions, online forums, online databases, social networks,
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going to websites directly (bypassing search engines), and Wikipedia. A relatively small number
of participants used Google Scholar, but many used Google itself as an information search for
academic projects, although it quickly became clear that the kind of search being performed had
a high impact on how users analyze results. For instance, when seeking cursory knowledge, there
is a level of acceptable error for searches of low importance. Many students cited a need for
deeper searches for topics that required a higher level of rigor, such as academic research.
Another student cited how she forms her trust judgments very succinctly, “Well, Google.
If it’s Google, yes.” As long as the source was Google, she believed in the results. This student
fell in line with Bhargava and Feng’s (2002) finding that perceived high service on the part of a
search engine can compensate for the inconvenience of product placement. Based solely on
Google’s reputation and brand she bought into the information presented.
RQ2: What differences are there in user perception of credibility between information
obtained through search engines with good aesthetics and the credibility of information obtained
through search engines with poor aesthetics? Corresponding Categories: Aesthetics, Pictures
Aesthetics were notably absent in many of the responses, but one student did comment
that the look of a website had an effect on her credibility judgment. “Some of the formats show
how old it is. If it is a very ‘plain Jane’ website, obviously the person who made it is not that
proficient, and I won’t give them as much credit.” Another commented that she makes these
judgments very quickly; as soon as she clicks on a site she “…can make split-second
judgments.” Without prompts, others did not cite aesthetics as having an impact on which search
results they click on. This was possibly because Google, Yahoo, and Bing all currently use
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aesthetically similar formats and there is effectively no need to differentiate between high and
low aesthetics.
Many students did, however, mention that they would be more likely to click a link or
search result that contained a compelling picture:
Pictures, I don’t know, I could give or take. This one isn’t very helpful. I’m not sure who
that is. From time to time I can point something out, though. [sees a picture of a
building]. Oh that’s a nice building.
I always go for visuals.
RQ3: What do people think of the goodwill of search engines? Corresponding Categories:
Garbled text, It knows what you want, Skeptical of Top Spots, Convenience, First Page/Top
More Trustworthy, New Info – Self Doubt, Why not trust?, Wary of Ads, Numb to Ads,
Acceptable error
Many students said that the results near the top of a SERP were the most trustworthy
because they had faith in search engines. A nearly equal number, though, claimed to be skeptical
of top spots because they believed companies paid for those positions:
I think about what they're doing on the business side - if larger websites that are being
driven by more powerful and financially stable companies are paying off search engines
for the top spot in the search, so I always have that in the back of my mind but from a
convenience standpoint, If I'm on the run I'm not really going to debate if I'm being
spoonfed.
Ads can be helpful if they are relevant, but I don't like how the first thing Google shows
is an ad, it should be the first thing you're looking for, not something disguised.
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I don't think a sponsored ad has anything to do with what I'm searching for. It makes me
think 'What are they trying to sell me?' I would just skip over that.
A commercial can be informative, but because I don't know and I don't want to buy
anything, I'm not going to click on it. This one is an edu so I trust it. I'd go to Wikipedia
first though. It's easy English to understand, I get what they're saying. They have pictures.
There were also similar numbers of students who were wary of ads as there were students who
said they were numb to ads, or did not pay attention to them at all:
They try to push ads on your rather than content, so I don't follow those.
I've gotten used to knowing there will be ads.
Even when search engines had heavy ad presences, it had little effect on how students made their
information judgments. Even though Jansen, Brown, and Resnick (2007) found that a high
number of ads created a lack of trust on the part of users, the subjects in this study either ignored
the ads or merely found them irritating, without detracting from their actual credibility
judgments.
Students cited that the search engine in some cases can provide complete thoughts in the
search bar before they even know what they want. In one case, it caused a user to doubt herself.
The student was searching for more information on a building collapse in India she saw on
television, but could not find the exact story that she knew fit all the bits and pieces of
information she had. She finally realized the collapse was actually in Bangladesh, but she then
thought that “Maybe when I was viewing information earlier I was incorrect.” She believed that
the search engine was looking out for her.
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Another subject simply stated that there is no reason to not trust a search engine, saying
that there is no reason for it to be malicious:
At the end of the day, the stakes are pretty low. Why not trust it? What do I have to lose?
What’s going to happen, I’m just going to be wrong? It’s such a marginal amount of
effort, I have never thought of it from a trust point of view.
At the same time, though, students were wary of misdirection and ads. For instance, one student
was searching for shoes and instead of finding more information or reviews, the SERP displayed
ads to buy shoes. There is a tremendous amount of difference between information search intent
and purchasing intent and the search engine continually reverts to the latter. This recalls Jansen,
Brown, and Resnick’s (2007) finding that users are less likely to click links that are not organic.
Discussion
The results of the multiple linear regression revealed limited relationships between
credibility, reputation, and aesthetics. Reputation was positively related to expertise and
trustworthiness, while controlling for aesthetics. According to Model 2 of Table A2, though, this
relationship is not shared by aesthetics due to a non-significant coefficient. The same is reflected
in Model 2 of Table A4. Because the R square values remain virtually unchanged throughout
each model, the null finding is also confirmed. As for the interaction term, no coefficient is
significant, meaning that the effects of reputation on expertise and trustworthiness were not
dependent on aesthetics. The Pearson’s r correlations of both expertise and trustworthiness were
also similar and indicated a moderate relationship.
The concept of goodwill remains contentious. Although a significant coefficient was
found for the linear regression equation relating to reputation, no significant coefficients
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occurred when controlling for aesthetics or when implementing the interaction term. It also
possessed the weakest Pearson’s r correlation between reputation and aesthetics out of all of the
credibility factors (although still considered moderate). From the qualitative data, it is clear that
interviewees made their judgments based much more on perceived expertise and trust rather than
whether or not their information provider was looking out for their best interests. Although there
were repeated categories such as being “wary of ads” and being “skeptical of top spots because
of companies paying,” there were many more instances of forming trust from “third-party
sources,” “previous knowledge,” and “reputation.”
Aesthetics yielded similar but smaller Pearson’s r correlation results in the same
proportion as reputation: goodwill was low, followed by expertise, then trustworthiness, which
was higher but closer to expertise. Aesthetics in general had a lower mean than reputation on a 5point scale (3.73 vs. 3.98). This may be because search engines do not require good aesthetics as
much as they need functionality for quick operation and reaction to user needs and desires.
Search engines still require high reputations, though, to yield credible results.
The Pearson’s r correlation was 32% lower for expertise and aesthetics than it was for
expertise and reputation. Trustworthiness experienced a similar significant drop between
reputation and aesthetics (-29%). For goodwill, though, this drop was less pronounced (-9%).
This means that despite the smaller correlation, aesthetics and reputation have a more similar
effect on goodwill than they have with either expertise or trustworthiness.
It is also notable that the mean for responses for goodwill was found to be much lower
(4.53) than that of either expertise (5.40) or trustworthiness (5.51) on the 7-point scale. This may
simply indicate that users do not believe that search engines contain as much goodwill as they do
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expertise or trustworthiness. The fact that this does not affect reputation or aesthetics as much as
the other two factors aligns with previous research by Kim (2007), Freeman and Spyridakis
(2004), Iding, Crosby, Auernheimer, and Klemm (2009), and Rains and Karmikel (2009) that
considered these measures to be the strongest credibility elements.
In regards to item rankings, it is clear that in this study, participants found it most
important that search engines be accurate, reliable, and organized. Perhaps the fact that users
placed less emphasis on information being unbiased, valuable, or believable is an indicator as to
why they considered goodwill to be less important. It was beyond the scope of this study to rank
all 24 items of credibility, but judging from the relatively higher number of “not applicable”
answers for goodwill and trustworthiness items, it was clear that high expertise was vital for a
larger number of search engine users, and within this, accuracy was paramount. Low accuracy
also created issues with user experiences during the qualitative interviews. At times the results
page was cluttered with inappropriate ads or a few rounds of mistaken queries before the correct
information was found, which resulted in frustration.
For this study, users ranked the most important aspects of goodwill to be “ethical” and
“moral.” These are more abstract than the other items, which included “cares about me” and
“concerned with me.” Some participants in the qualitative portion were actually confused as to
how these two items were distinguished, which may be worth some investigation. It is clear that
many people were simply looking for baseline ethicality and were not concerned that their
information provider actively looked out for their best interests.
Concerning trustworthiness, the highest-ranked item in this study was “safety,” followed
closely by “honesty.” Items like “genuine,” “bold,” and “honorable” were deemed less
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important. As one user in the qualitative portion put it when he found some results that appeared
cluttered with keywords and garbled HTML text that lacked content, “That weird expression, the
gobbledy-gook is a pitfall. It is probably a phishing attempt.” Thus, trustworthiness was captured
more by the idea that the search results would either not infect a user’s computer or yield
inappropriate or X-rated results. This echoes some of the work done by Schwarz and Morris
(2011), which found that credibility misjudgments were a significant danger online because of
malicious websites. Examining URLs that seem suspicious and actively avoiding those sites also
supports the presumed credibility concept of Fogg (2003).
Regarding more general searching behavior, much of the qualitative data reflects
previous studies. Students used search engines to try to find specific websites in accordance with
Hong (2006): “I use this [searches for a specific website from search engine] because I am used
to Google Chrome.” Others, however, disagreed, but this could also be due to the nature of the
observation, where participants were forced to search without necessarily having strict
intentions: “I’m exploring, I don’t have a preconceived idea of what I want.”
Fox (2012) stated a subconscious discovery of relevancy clues such as a headline and
abstract, along with the simple fact that we judge a website by its aesthetics within 50
milliseconds. This was reflected in much of the qualitative data when analyzing search
processes. To add more depth to this notion though, this research project sought to find out if it
matters whether or not those aesthetics judgments were positive or negative. Could users still
make positive credibility judgments from search engines with poor aesthetics? The moderate
correlation indicates that this is somewhat the case, but more research would be valuable.
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Limitations and Future Research
There is some danger with imputation in that it does not reflect the true feelings of the
respondents. There were higher numbers of “not applicable” answers for the items “Moral”
(7.07%), “Aggressive” (5.43%), and “Text/Graphic Arrangement” (5.43%). Even though
goodwill had the highest number of “not applicable” (4.5%) and missing answers (2.4%),
trustworthiness was the measure that had the highest number of separate participants who chose
at least one “not applicable” answer or left a response blank (70.1%). In many cases, though, this
was scattered at random, representing only one out of 58 total responses. If this study were to be
reproduced, however, those items in particular need to be reassessed, and the ability to choose a
“not applicable” response should possibly be dropped. Conversely, though, it would be
worthwhile to investigate the reasons participants selected this answer further. A larger sample
size, which would then be divided into response sets, would prove to have interesting results.
More qualitative studies that asked why users selected “not applicable” would also be beneficial.
According to the demographic data, the “not applicable” answers were highly distributed,
with no real indicator as to why. A more precise study could actually attempt to ascertain which
groups of people may think this way towards search engines - that is, actually test who would
believe a search engine’s goodwill or trustworthiness was “not applicable.” Considering the lack
of any demographic indicator, the researcher suggests that a deeper psychographic analysis may
be appropriate to understand who is feeling this way about their information searches. In all, this
contradicts to some extent the measurability of goodwill proposed by McCroskey and Teven
(1999), although this may improve with refinement of the measure.
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There are other issues inherent to conducting an online survey, including a lack of control
over who is actually taking the survey. According to the reported demographics, the age range
was widely distributed. Future studies on the subject could have a narrower target. This study
also leaned towards women, Caucasians, and those with advanced education. Future research
could be more precise. Nothing indicated that a specific group of people left answers blank.
While some did stop filling out the survey entirely, others who left large portions blank
continued to answer every demographic question without issue. There was no pattern that
indicated that a specific group of people left items blank. The surveys were also logged with
times they were taken, which did not elicit any discernible pattern of absence based on time of
day or day of the week.
The entire search engine process deserves much more study. From the qualitative
interviews it is clear that search intention has a tremendous impact on the rigor of a search as
well as the intensity of information judgments. Whether users are shopping, conducting
academic research, or just scanning for news has a critical impact on how they interpret
information. It would be beneficial for future studies to investigate one of these behaviors instead
of searching in general. Some of the discrepancies may also be a result of the fact that many
users still have little understanding how search engines actually work, which falls in line with the
study of Jansen, Brown, and Resnick (2007):
No, I have no idea how a search engine really works.
I don’t really know how they work.
I just imagine this giant building where a server rests.
I don’t know if that’s what they do.
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In support of this behavior-specific research, there were other demographic questions that
yielded interesting results that did not directly impact the study, but are worth mentioning. In the
week before they took the survey, 98.90% of participants indicated they had used Google. This is
actually much higher than the 83% that the Pew Internet Project (2012) found. Other search
engines that were used may be seen on Figure A4. While the Pew Internet Project (2012) also
found that faith in search engines decreases with age that was not the case with the participants
of this study. This study also found no difference between genders, contradicting Hotchkiss
(2004).
The researcher also thought it worthwhile to discover what users actually used search
engines for, as this naturally impacts the rigor of the search as well as how critical users are of
the information they find. Fox (2012) defined five query types: navigational, commercial,
informational, prepurchase research, and action. The most cited reasons for search in the current
research project were “general subject knowledge,” “images,” and “geographic locations,” in that
order. The least cited reasons were “sports information,” and “personal information about other
people,” in that order. The full array of responses may be seen in Figure A9.
Future studies may explore each of these reasons in further detail to discover how people
make their judgments based on the credibility of each source. For instance, would users be more
skeptical of sports information found through search engines than geographic locations? Are
there other reasons that sports information was ranked lower - for instance, are there more outlets
to obtain that information? Or are there just a lower number of people interested in the subject
than geography, which affects everyone? Answers to these questions are beyond the scope of the
current study, but would be interesting to explore.
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The prevalence of Wikipedia also often came up in the qualitative interviews. User
judgments of Wikipedia credibility would also be a worthwhile subject to tackle, considering
how prevalent it has become in any kind of research. On a similar subject, with the recent advent
of Facebook’s Graph Search there are entirely new credibility issues. Graph Search depends
wholly on peer credibility not sponsor-credibility. It works under the assumption that users will
search their friends’ profiles for reviews and information and base credibility judgments on peer
opinions. It is one possible direction for the future of online credibility study.
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Appendix A: Tables and Figures
Table A1
Cronbach’s Alpha for Reliability
Cronbach’s Alpha
.882
.811
.901
.943
.800

Item
Expertise
Goodwill
Trustworthiness
Reputation
Aesthetics

Table A2
Descriptive Statistics and Construct Correlations (N= 141)
Construct
Expertise
Goodwill
Trustworthiness
Reputation
Aesthetics

Mean
5.40
4.53
5.51
3.98
3.73

SD
.98
1.02
.99
.59
.51

Expertise

Goodwill

Trustworthiness

Reputation

.288***
.604***
.550***
.374***

.506***
.356***
.324***

.572***
.404***

.575***

Aesthetics

Note: SD = Standard Deviation.
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Table A3
Predicting Expertise from Reputation and Aesthetics (N= 141)

Constant
Reputation

Model 1
b
Beta
1.82 ***
(.47)
.90***
.55
(.12)

Aesthetics

Model 2
b
Beta
1.53
(.55)
.82***
.50
(.14)
.16
.09
(.16)

Rep*Aes
2

R
Adjusted
2
R
F(df)
p

.30
.30
60.17 (1,139)
< .001

.31
.30
30.54 (2,138)
< .001

Model 3
b
-2.52
(3.12)
1.80*
(.76)
1.34
(.91)
-.28
(.21)

Beta

1.10
.70
-1.08
.32
.30

21.14 (3,137)
< .001

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses; b = unstandardized coefficient; Beta = standardized coefficient;
Rep*Aes = Reputation*Aesthetics.
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.
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Table A4
Predicting Goodwill from Reputation and Aesthetics (N= 141)

Constant
Reputation

Model 1
b
Beta
2.09 ***
(.55)
.62***
.36
(.14)

Aesthetics

Model 2
b
1.46
(.64)
.44
(.17)
.36
(.19)

Model 3
Beta

.25
.18

Rep*Aes
2

R
Adjusted
2
R
F(df)
p

.13
.12
20.21 (1,139)
< .001

b
5.06
(3.65)
-.43
(.88)
-.69
(1.06)
.25
(.25)

.15
.14

Beta

-.25
-.34
.92
.16
.14

12.00 (2,138)
< .001

8.36 (3,137)
< .001

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses; b = unstandardized coefficient; Beta = standardized coefficient;
Rep*Aes = Reputation*Aesthetics.
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

Table A5
Predicting Trustworthiness from Reputation and Aesthetics (N= 141)

Constant
Reputation

Model 1
b
Beta
1.73 ***
(.46)
.95***
.57
(.12)

Aesthetics

Model 2
b
1.35
(.54)
.84***
(.14)
.22
(.16)

Model 3
Beta

.51
.11

Rep*Aes
R
Adjusted
2
R
F(df)
p

.33
.32
67.73 (1,139)
< .001

.34
.33
34.89 (2,138)
< .001

b
-2.72
(3.10)
1.83
(.75)
1.40
(.90)
-.28
(.21)

Beta

1.10
.73
-1.08
.34
.33
24.00 (3,137)
< .001

Note: Standard errors are in parentheses; b = unstandardized coefficient; Beta = standardized coefficient;
Rep*Aes = Reputation*Aesthetics.
*p < .05, **p < .01, ***p < .001.

New info Self-doubt
(1)

Headline (14)

Aesthetics (1)

Dates (1)

Dates (5)

Dates (1)

Determine
website trust

Where looking

Search engine
influence

Familiar
URLs (1)

Information
only (1)

Why click?

Search intent different levels
for:

Previous
experiences
(5)

URL (9)

Consistency (1)

Quick skim
(5)

Time spent on
single search

Determining
search engine
trust

Previous
Third
knowledge party
(4)
sources(4)

Examine
relevancy (1)

Next page
(2)

More pages Specific
clicked if
information
questions
(1)
arise (1)

Pictures
(4)

Dates (2)

Match to head
(3)

Puts words
in place (2)

Consistent Why not?
information (1)
(1)

In-depth
information (5)

URL (1)

New tabs
(3)

Bing (1)

Library (4)

Academics
(2)

Scan for
numbers (1)

Wary of
ads (3)

It knows
what you
want (2)

AbstractKeywords
only in deep (4)
searches (3)

Will scroll
(3)

Backlogs (1)

Modify query
(9)

1st page
only (4)

New page or
modified query

2-3 pages (6)

Top first
(7)

Yes (2)

Results read on
SERP

No (1)

Google Scholar
(2)

Yes - google
(7)

Wikipedia
(3)

Academic
research

Social
networks
(3)

Peers (4)

Direct website
(2)

No idea how Yes (9)
they work (2)

Other search
tools

Familiarity

Question

Cursory
knowledge (2)

Accurate (1)

Skeptical of top
spots bc of
companies
paying (2)

Abstract (3)

Reputation (5)

Yahoo is bad (1)

Database (3)

Categories

Acceptable
error (1)

Numb to ads
(3)

Convenience
(2)

Brand identity
(2)

Academic
institutions (1)

Purchasing (2) Exploring
(1)

Search for facts
(1)

Misdirection
(1)

Credibility Garbled
(1)
text (safety)
(1)

First page/top Total
more
trust (1)
trustworthy (3)

Top SERP (1)

Forums (1)
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Table A6

Qualitative Categories
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Table A7
Summary of Findings
Quantitative
Confirmatory
Contradictory
Expertise and
Good will can be
Trustworthiness are
measured (McCrosky &
most important
Teven, 1999) –
credibility elements
debatable based on
(Kim, 2007; Freeman & “not applicable”
Spyridakis, 2004; Iding, answers
Crosby, Auernheimer, &
Klemm, 2009; Rains &
Karmikel, 2009)

Qualitative
Confirmatory
Contradictory
Users do not
Navigation menus and
understand how search links increase
engines work (Jansen,
credibility (Rains &
Brown, & Resnick,
Karmikel, 2009) – this
2007)
did not come up in the
interviews, but that
could be because the
navigation structure
was competent

Faith in search engines
decreases with age
(Pew Internet, 2012) –
this study found no
difference in
respondents based on
ages

Trustworthiness is
important because of
malicious websites
(Schwarz & Morris,
2011)

Men and women have
differing search
behaviors (Hotchkiss,
2004) – this study
found no difference
between genders

High service can
compensate for product
placement (Bhargava &
Feng, 2002)

Users skim quickly and
move on (Dubicki,
2011; Fox, 2012)
Specific site in mind
while searching
(Dubicki, 2011)
Accurate and current
information builds trust
(Vrontis, Ktoridou, &
Melanthiou, 2006)
Need for third-party
sources Iding, Crosby,
Auernheimer, & Klemm,
2009)

Ads decrease
credibility judgments
(Jansen, Brown, &
Resnick, 2007) – ads
were ignored or
viewed as annoying
but did not affect
judgments
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Accurate
Reliable
Organized
Unbiased
Comprehensive
Valuable
Authoritative
Believable

Figure A1.Online survey participants’ ranking of expertise factors. Percentage of participants who
ranked each item as most important.

Ethical
Moral
Cares About Me
Has My Best Interests at Heat
Understanding
Self-Centered
Concerned With Me
Aggressive

Figure A2. Online survey participants’ ranking of goodwill factors. Percentage of participants who
ranked each item as most important.
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Safe
Honest
Trustworthy
Interactive
Pleasant
Honorable
Genuine
Bold

Figure A3. Online survey participants’ ranking of trustworthiness factors. Percentage of participants
who ranked each item as most important.

100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
Google

Yahoo

Bing

Other

Figure A4. Search engines used by online survey participants. Percentage of participants who had
used the search engine in the past week.
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Female
Male
Choose not to answer
Did not answer

Figure A5. Gender of online survey participants.

Asian
Black / African-American
Hispanic or Latino
Native Hawaiian or American
Indian
White
Other*
Did not answer

Figure A6. Race/Ethnicity of online survey participants. *Other includes write-in responses of
American, Arab, Don’t Know, Irish-American, and South Asian.
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18-21
22-25
26-29
30-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 or over
Choose not to answer
Did not answer

Figure A7. Ages of online survey participants.

Less than High School Diploma
High School / GED
Current Undergraduate
Undergraduate Degree
Current Graduate Student
Graduate Degree

Figure A8. Education level of online survey participants.
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100%

90%

Medical Information
Geographic Locations

80%
News
70%

60%

Shopping
Images
Entertainment Information

50%

40%

Sports Information
Academic Research
General Subject Knowledge

30%
Personal information about other
people
20%

Choose not to answer
Other*

10%

0%
Figure A9. Online survey participants’ use of search engines. *Other includes write-in responses of: Food
and nutrition; work related (artists); email, calendar, documents, videos; RSS feeds; GoogleScholar;
Legal Professionals, Services, Home Repair, Products; Ravel venues [sic].
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Appendix C: Qualitative Guiding Questions
1) Are you familiar with how search engines work and how to use them?
2) What tools have you used prior to today to conduct research?
3) Do you generally use search engines for academic research?
4) Which results will you read on a Search Engine Results Page? Only the first result at the top,
the first couple, or everything?
5) If you do not find the answer you are looking for on the first SERP, are you more likely to go
on to the next page or modify your query?
6) How much time will you take on a single query before you search for something else?
7) How do you determine which results contain trustworthy information?
8) Are you more attracted to the title or the abstract when you decide where to click?
9) Does the search engine itself have an influence on your search?
10) How do you trust search engines?
11) Why do you click where you do?
12) How does intent impact the rigor of your result evaluations?

